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Summary

Ageneralised chain ratio estimator for the mean ofa finite population has been
proposed. Expressions for bias and mean square error have been derived and a
comparison has been made with suitable estimators. The efficiency of the pro
posed estimator hasalso beenstudied with the help of numerical illustration.
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Introduction

Using information on the auxiliary variable x, we often use classical
ratio and product estimators depending upon the condition 9yt >

i —and p»® < —i ^ respectively, where Cy, Cx denote the coefficientsCy . Cy . „ .
of variation of the variable y and x and p#! is the correlation coefficient
between y and x.

Let Fiv, Xn and yn, Xn be the population and sample means of the
main and auxiliary va.riables y andx based ona sample of size « with
SRSWOR, where N is the size of the population. In practice, when Xn
is not known a priori, the technique_of double samplingis used. In such
case ~Xs is replaced by its estimate Xni, based on a preliminary larger
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sample of size Mj > «. The double sampling ratio and product estima
tors in this case will be given by

and r. (1-0

If Xs is not known, but Zat, the population mean of another cheaper
auxiliary variable zclosely related to x but compared to xremotely rela
ted to y (i.e. Pj/j > 9v') is also available. In this case, Chand [1] defined
the chain ratio estimator

_ 5>« 7 (1.2)
S. 2».

where 7„i denote the sample mean based on > nunits of the auxiliary
variable z. . r • * t-

If >> and Xare negatively correlated then similar type of estimator i,
may be defined as

j>n Xn Zn.X (1.3)

X„-L Z/v

Kiregyera [2], [3] have also studied a chain ratio type estimator and
regression type estimator using two auxiliary variables under a super
population model.

In the present context a generalised chain ratio estimator is proposed
using another auxiliary variable z when the population mean of the main
auxiliary variable is not known. Expressions for bias and mean square
error have been derived to the first degree of approximation and a
comparison is made with suitable estimators. Recommendations regard
ing the choice ofconstant <Xi and Kj is made for minimum bias and mean
square error. The proposed estimators are also studied with the help of
numerical illustration in both the cases, when cost of the survey is fixed
or unlimited.

2. The Estimator, Bias and Mean Square Error

We propose a generalised chain ratio estimator for the population
mean of the variable y using additional auxiliary variable z related to
main auxiliary variable x, which is given as
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,2.,)
Zml

vhere a, and a, are constants. The optimum values of«i and aj are
obtained by minimising the mean square error of Tg.

The expression for the irelative bias and mean square error of the
estimator 7'j upto the terms of 0 (n"^) are given by

RB (T,) = =y[/oC| «,(«, - 2^)

MSE(r,) = n

+ («2 —2&, - l) (2.2)

fo Vs +/i r. where/. =(i-- A)

andA=(-A-^)(2.3)

The MSB (T^) will be minimum for optimum value of and Kg which
is obtained as

=P"* § = and • =p„. -g- =
The minimum value of MSB (rj) is

MSB iTi)ot,i = • Vo [/o (I —p^x) +/i (1 —pjj) ] (2.4)

where

Fo = C2, F,= G2 + «, C2-2«,p,.C„C.

and

l^g Cj/ "I" 1*2 Cg —2 ttj pyn Cy Cg
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3. Comparison of Bias and Mean Square Error of the Proposed
Estimator Tg withSuitableEstimatori

The expressions for relative bias ofestimators Tj, Tj, T3 and T* are
given as follows :

where

RB (r^) RB (T,) =/oDi,

RBiTa) =/ofli+/i5a,

RB (r«) =/o I>i +/i ^a.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

fix - C2 (1 - fcO. 5, = C. (1 - fc,). = P.- C. and
Di = Ptfi Cf.

Theestimator will be unbiased upto theterms of 0 (nr^) if «i = «i
= 0, or = (2ki — 1), Ota = (2ki — 1).

RB (rsX RB (ra) if

0 -k^)}+ I AC^^{4 -.(2k, -1)
a, - 2 (1 - &«)} <0 (3.4)

We have two quadratic equations in and k^, the sum of which must
be negative. One ofthe possibilities of(3.4) to be negative is that

(3.5){a? - (2fci - l).a, - 2 (1 - fc,)} < 0

and

{a| - (2Arj - 1) <*3 - 2 (1 - k^)} < 0 (3.6)

Now solving the expressions (3.5) and (3.6) for and «2, we have the
following sufficient conditions:

2(fc, - 1) < «! < 1, 2 (fca - 1) < < 1

if 1 < fc, < 1.5, 1 <S fcg < 1.5. (3.7)
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The expression for mean square error of the estimators r,. T^, 7", and
Ti upto the terms of 0 («-») are given) as follows :

MSE (TO = (/o V, + To). (3.8)

MSE (r^) = (,/o V, + /, Fo), (3.9)

^MSE (Fa) = yI (/o + f, V,). (3.10)

MSE{T,) = yI (/o Fa + y,), (3.II)

where

+ C2 - 2 C, C^. V, = q + C2 + 2 p,, C„ a,

^1/ ^ Pi's 3nd F4 = Cj + + 2 pj/, Cy C».

The MSE (Tg) < MSE (T-j) and MSE (7-4) < MSE {T^ if p,, >
c ci ^ Pyj < —i ^ respectively.
The MSE (7-5) = MSE (T'g) if «j = «, = I or = (2A:, - 1) and

ag = (2^9 — 1). ,
The MSE (rj) < MSE (7-3), if

[/o (1 - «i) («, - 2fci - 1) +/, C2 n - a,) («, - 2^7^1)1 > 0
(3.12)

The ranges for «! and «2 may be given under the sufficient conditions
which statisfies the expression (3.12) are as follows :

(2/ci - 1) < a, <1, (2^2 - 1) <.k2 < lif ^ < 1, ^ < 1

1 < «i < (2fci - 1), r< K3 <3 (2A:a - 1) if fci > 1, ^2 > 1

O-kx - 1) < «! < I, 1. ^ < (2^2 - 1) if i < A:i < 1, Ara > 1

I < Ki < (2fci - 1), (2A:8 - 1) < a, < lif Ati > 1, i < ^2 < 1.

(3.13)
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Similarly in the case of negative correlation,

113

MSE (Ts) = MSE (7*4) if = Kj = —1 or = (2k,^ + 1) and aj
= (2k,+ l).

MSE \t,) < M.SE (rj if f/o CJ (1 + «i) {2k, + 1- «j)
+ /i Cl (1 + «,) {2k2 + 1 - ag)] >0 (3.14)

Similarly the range of «i aad aj can be obtained which satisfies the con
dition (3.14).

Hence we see that forJhe above vajues of kj and Ka in the specified
ranges of ki and kt, the proposed estimator Ts will always be more effi
cient than Ti, T„ T3 and Ti.

For the purpose of numerical illustration, consider data! used by
Sukhatme and Chand [4].

Ya = 0.293458 X 10« = 0.93 == 0.402004 X 10^
I)-

Xa = 0.103182 X 10* pyz = 0.84 = 0.255280 X 10^

Z„ = 0.365149 X10« p« = 0.77 c' = o!209379 X10^

Here, take n = 30, fii = 60, and N = 120.

^ table 1 : relative EFFICIENCY OF Tj AND Tg w.r.t. Ti

Estimator Bias MSE R.E.w.r.tTi(%)

Ti 0.710745 X 10-2 0.37667 X 108 100.00

Ta 0.996779 X 10-2 0.17715 X 108 . 212.63

0.476196 X 10-2 0.16348 X 10« 230.41

("lop, = «aop, =• 1.2)

Froin the above table it is clear that is a better estimator than Ti
and Ti in the sense of bias and meain square error for the optimum
value. Further it is also observed that has minimum mean square
error and bias for a big range in the neighbourhood of the optifaum
Vftiue of and a^.
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The proposed estimator has also been compared for fixed coit. For
this purpose, consider the cost function of the sample design of the form

C = n + C2 (3.15)

for the two phase sampling using auxiliary character x. Similarly when
we use an additional auxiliary variable z then the cost function is given
by '

C= C^n + (Ca + Cg) Hi (3.16)

where C: total cost of the survey and Ci, Ca, C3 are the costs per
unit of collecting information on the main variable y, auxiliary variable
X and additional auxiliary variable z respectively. The optimum values
of n and for a fixed cost C — Cq which minimises the mean square
error of the estimator T-^, T^, T^, and Tg are as follows :

Estimatoe tiopi "1 opt

Ti

T,

Ts

n

CoVVjICi Co - Vi)tCi
WViCi + Vi.f'o- Vi Q) (V Ci + V( f'o - Ca)

Cn - _ Cfl \/(y„—V3)iCs
+V(.yo-y,)C,) (VFaC, + V'(Vg- V2)C,'

c„VKf^ . _ _ Cov/( ya - Ki)/(Ca + C3)
(\/KiC,"+ Viy^- Vi) (Ca + Cs)) WyiCi.+ ViVB- VviCi -+ c,))

CbVPJVi C„V'(Vt - P.)/(C2 + Ca)
(V^s + Viy* - ^2) (A + C3)) (V y2Ci + v'(f« — Fa) (Ca + Cj)

Cov/(Kg- Kb)/(C. + K,)

(a/J^+ ViVe - Kb) (Ca + C3)) (^/n C. + - V,) (Ca + C,)

Putting these optimum values of n and Wj in the expressions of mean
squar « error of Tj, Ti, T and T^, wehave
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(3.17)

(3.18)

MSB (T^)op, = yI

MSB (T^Ut = Y%

MSB (r,)„M = Y%

MSB (r,)or, = yI

'WF, Ci + V(F« - Vi) C2)2 _ _L ,7
N

(VV2 Vi + V(Vo - FO C,)' _Av
^c~ ^ "

VFi Q + \^(F3 - Fi) (C,+C,))2 1
Co " - F

(3.19)

•(/Fa C, + V(F, - F3) (Q + Ca))^ _ 1_
. C, N

(3.20)

MSB (T.K, - n Co iV

(3.21)

MSB (7*5 OIJ opt's X2 Out*) Of'

„r (^(r=r^ + 4(Pi. - pd ic. L n -2;

0.22)

Numerical illustration

Suppose for estimating the mean yield (Fyv) of fibre per plant in jute
fibre crop, the auxiliary characteristics height (x) and the additional
characteristic diameter (z) were taken for the population consisting of

1000 jute plants (capsulance).: The values obtained are as follows :

Yh = 5.69 gms, Cj = 0.0568, = 0.0385, C» = 0.01269,

Pj,, - 0.7418, pvx = 0.5677, p«, = 0.2063.

Let the total fixed cost Co = Rs. 5000/-, C, = Rs. 25/- per unit, Ca =
Rs. 21' per unit, and Cj = Rs. 1/- per unit.

The optimum values of and is k^ = I.'9176 and = 1.2011
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respectively. In this example we can only use the estimator Ti, Tj and
Jb. The value of bias and mean square error of estimators Ti, T, and
are computed for the fixed cost. It is observed that the bias of (7'5)oii(. is
less than B (T,), but slightly more than the B (Tg).

The MSB (Ts) < MSB (Ti), which were found to be 5.7636 x 10~»
and 6.3373 x 10"® respectively.

The relative efficiency of the estimator Tg w.r.t. estimator for diffe
rent choice of and «2 is given in Table 2.

TABLE 2-RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF Tg W.r.t. (in %)

«a \
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.9 2.6 2.7

I.l 101.96 103.45 105.02 106.59 111.07 103.98 102.46

1.2 102.19 103.66 105.23 106.77 111.27 104.20 102.68

1.3 101.96 105.45 105.02 106.59 111.07 103.99 102.46

1.4 101.28 102.82 104.44 106.02 110.56 103.39 101.81

1.5 100.20 101.82 103.49 105.12 109.71 102.40 100.76

1 6 98,80 100.51 102.25 103.92 108.5? 101.12 99.39

1.7 97.15 98.96 100.76 102.49 107.23 99.60 97.78

The relative efficiency of the estimator was found to be maximum
for the optimum values of «i and ag which is approximately 111.27. As
the value of and «2 increases, the relative efficiency of Tg w.r.t. T3•
increases, till it does not attain the optimum value of and respect
ively and later on it starts decreasing as «i and aa increases beyond
ilki — I) and (2fe2 — 0 respectively. When the values of (1*1 and ota) is
more than — 1 and Ik^, — 1), the estimator is inefficient. Hence
it is seen that estimator is better than and in a wide range of
«! and ag for fixed cost.

The optimum value of n and «i in the estimator T^, T, and Tg is as
follows :

T,

Tlopf 161 174 160

Wjopl. 488 220 330
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The total number of observations drawn on the main character is
approxmately same ia T-i aad but less than that of T^, In T^, the num
ber of observations drawn on the main character is increased andremain
ing cost is used in collecting information on auxiliary charcters (i.e.
main as well as additional auxiliary characters). In T^, the total number
of observations drawn on the main character is less, in comparison to
T3. Therefore in more information is collected on the auxiliary char
acters than Ta, which makes more efiScient than T^.
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